
 "Play and Sea U 
in ESC vol. 5"  

 
20 Volunteers from Italy, Poland, Slovakia and Spain 

 
Dates: 20.06.2023 - 05.07.2023 (16 days including travelling) 
Place: Nea Moudania (Ouzouni Camping), Halkidiki | Greece 



What is the aim?
 

We are looking forward to meeting you for the project "Play and Sea U in ESC
vol. 4"! In this document, you will find all the information that you need. Please,
read it carefully!

By organising this project we aim to gather young people from different countries
to carry out different activities that will enchance the town of Nea Moudania,
promote environmental values, create opportunities for active participation and
leave a positive impact in the local society.

From cleaning a protected area of wetlands to organising local events that
promote arts, human rights protection, environmental awareness, sports, healthy
lifestyle, etc. We expect that this two weeks of volunteering will offer great
experiences to the participants, while contributing to the society. 



An overview of the project
 The first three days will be focused on introduction. They will consist of the

"on arrival training" and "getting to know each other activities" during
which  the group will play ice-braking games in order to integrate, speak
about the program, non-formal education, our responsibilities, insurance,
fears, expectations, Youthpass. 

During the next days the group will plan, organize, prepare materials and
run all the activities and workshops aimed to promote cultural and
environmental values among and together with local community of Nea
Moudania. 



The place Ouzouni Camping/Nea Moudania

The Camping "Ouzouni Beach" is located in the north of the Kassandra Peninsula, in Halkidiki.
It is a green camping on the beach and it is located 4 kilometers far from Nea Moudania. 
http://campingouzouni.com/camping/

Nea Moudania is a small town on the coast of the first peninsula of Halkidiki Region, viewing
the Aegean Sea. It is the largest urban center in the region, quite commercial, with a lot of
shops, public services, bars and restaurants. Since it’s a famous holiday destination, during the
summer, the population doubles and a lot of people visit the area for the crystal clear waters
and the sandy beaches. Thessaloniki, the second biggest city of Greece is only half an hour by
car and features an interesting cultural and historical background, as well as vivid nightlife.

Check this short video of our town:
https://www.facebook.com/youineurope/videos/1888152831257618/

http://campingouzouni.com/camping/
https://www.facebook.com/youineurope/videos/1888152831257618/




The non-profit organization "You in Europe" was established in

2012 in Nea Moudania, and it is a space for everyone who loves

learning by doing, and vice versa. Our main goal is to promote

solidarity and understanding between societies, especially in

Europe. Therefore we promote volunteering as a mean of

strengthening social cohesion and equal parallel as tool for

integration of people from vulnerable social groups. We have a

great experience in organising Youth Exchanges, Training Courses,

Seminars and we have participated in many Strategic Partnerships

in KA2 of Erasmus+ Program. 

 

The organization has experience in the European Solidarity Corps

(former European Voluntary Service) as a sending NGO since 2012

and started hosting volunteers in Nea Moudania during 2017.

Hosting 
Organisation



"You in Europe" Team

Ioanna
Thomopoulou:
Coordinator of
Volunteers (ESC
and local ones),
Project Manager,
Youth Worker

Vasilis Stoulos:
Networking and
International
Cooperation
Manager, Project
Manager, Youth
worker

Grigoris
Kyriakou: 
ESC coordinator,
Project Manager,
Youth Worker,
Youth Trainer

Stavroula
Pagona:
Communication
Manager, Project
Manager, Youth
Worker

Igor Niemyjski: 
Mentor, Project
Coordinator



Useful information (tickets,
insurance, accommodation,
training, mentor, etc.)

Travel and the cost reimbursement: 
The most conveninet way to get to Nea Moudania is to fly to
Thessaloniki Makedonia Airport (SKG). Volunteers will be
reimbursed for their tickets (both ways) according to the
Distance Calculator of the EU.

Accommodation: 
You will sleep in big tents, which comfortably fit two persons
and their stuff. We ask you to bring your sleeping bags and
towells, we will provide you with foam matresses and the
tents.

Alimentation & Pocket money:
Each Volunteer will be provided three meals per day in the
restaurant of the camping, as well as 80 euro for pocket
money. 



Is this project for
you? Yes, if...

If you like camping life: you will spend two weeks
living on a tent with another person of the same
gender, in an organized camping in Greece;

If you like to work in teams and can balance fun
and responsibilities;

If you have strong work ethics and like to make an
impact in the society.



We are looking for 20 motivated and enthusiastic volunteers aged 18-30 years old. We like responsible,

dedicated people, able to work in team and co-operate, willing to take initiatives and share their

experiences and ideas! 

If you feel that you really want to belong to this project, we are waiting for your application, so please

contact the sending organisation of your country.

Make sure you have read the infopack carefully, and that you meet the criteria for every place! 

For any questions you can find us here:

E-mail: youineurope.evs@gmail.com

The team of You in Europe

Selection process:


